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NEED ASSISTANCE OR CUSTOM QUOTE? CALL: 888-507-6631 www.njmodern.com

platt stool
$970.00

Description

warrens | platt stool
deftly wrangling wire into harmonious shapes, modernist designer warren platt created some
of the most recognizable furniture designs of the period. in his hallmark seating collection, he
achieved an elegant yet purposeful means by which to furnish one's interior spaces with
striking pieces such as his platt stool.

features & benefits
• small footprint makes the stool perfect for impromptu seating in smaller spaces.
• ideal to pair with the matching platt armchairs.
• airy design and metallic finish allow light to flow through and bounce from the table
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creating a sense of lightness.
• heavy wire construction makes for durable long-lasting seating ideal for residential and
commercial spaces.
• overall dimensions measure 15.75" diameter | 23.5"h

masterful incarnation

inspired by platt's original creation, we recreated the expert craftsmanship and authenticity
with our own platt stool. this stool features the same elegant precision rendered in expertly-
welded steel and topped with beveled, tempered glass.

attainable luxury

modern design lovers know the true value and high cost of owning an authentic original from
one of the great designers of the period. we understand not everyone has ample means by
which to attain such a piece. with that in mind, we offer our masterful tribute to platt's stool
made with high-quality materials and careful craftsmanship at a modest price point. among
other such mid-century modern stools, the materials and expertise used to create our
products are top quality. this allows you to own and enjoy a classic modern icon without
foregoing quality.

versatile purposing

this modern metal stool offers a versatile design usable in several settings and ways. we
suggest placing one in posh modern living room along with a pair of matching platt
armchairs or in a corner with an armchair as a quiet reading spot.

big persona

the stool's easily recognizable design brings big mid-century modern styling to your home or
work space. it's sculpted wire base has an artistic look while it's cushy top allows for optimal
comfort whilst in use.

about the designer

early in his career modern designer warren platt collaborated with the icons such as pei and
saarinen before turning his focus to his most lauded creations made of industrial steel. he
believed there was a place in modernism "for the kind of decorative, gentle, graceful design
that appeared in a period style like louis xv." to that purpose, he rendered many elegant steel
pieces including tables, chairs and stools design enthusiasts covet to this day.

special care instructions

to clean the metal base, avoid use of harsh acidic or abrasive cleaning solutions. use damp
soapy sponge or cloth for general clean-up. use soft cloth or paper towel and glass cleaner
for glass top.

Additional Information

SKU S124480

Dimensions H23.5" x W15.75" x D15.75"

Inspired by Designer Warren Platner

Designer Brand Platner

Type Reproduction

Style Mid-Century Modern
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